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WHAT IS MIND CONTROL ?


The following article is a summary of a SOTT publication that you can read and view 
here : CIA - What is Mind Control ?


___________________________________________________________________________


One of the first appearances of mind control (mind control, Mind Kontrolle, MK) in 
the mainstream media culture is a novel called The Manchurian candidate, written 
by Richard Condon and published in 1959. It was adapted twice at the cinema with 
the same title : in 1962, with Frank Sinatra in the main part; in 2004, with Denzel 
Washington and Meryl Streep, out in France under the title Un crime dans la tête.

[…]


What is Mind Control (MK) ? In the methods’ range of scientific social control that 
have appeared in the 20th century, it might probably be about the most radical. 
Beyond the well old known and applied hypnosis techniques since Antiquity and 
already very effective to condition behaviours, MK adds up the shock and trauma 
phenomenons; in a first time, we study their effects on behaviour, then, in a second 
period of time, on the base of defined typology, someone intentionally provokes 
directed shocks and controlled traumas in order to obtain the expected behavioral 
modification effect.

[…]


In the occupied territories of Gaza and of Cisjordania, true laboratories with closed 
walls of the mass mind control, the long term war stress effects, suffered since birth, 
are tested over Palestinians and attentively examined by psychologists of the Israeli 
information service for decades.

[…]


MK therefore consists in destroying others, but in a methodical and rational way, as 
it is essential to keep the control of the situation. It is therefore about the scientific 
and up to date form of what we called magic a long time ago, that being the total 
hold on others and its transformation as much as you want. The ethnography of 
occult rituals and of black magic of different cultures, Western, voodoo, Asian (“the 
left hands’ way”), etc., highlights the psychological mechanisms on which they rest : 
every time, it is about inflicting emotional traumas to the sensitivity, in order to 
stretch the limits of what the subject can bear. The limits’ transgression is searched 
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for its efficacy in terms of behaviour of change through stress. When this scheduled 
modification and having an impact on the behaviour’s infra-consciousness is 
executed to the level of groups, we then even talk about social engineering, which is 
mass MK. Trauma targets to make move the lines to compose them again after can 
be conceived to be spectacular, for example a huge terrorist attack heavily 
broadcasted.

[...]


If the Mind Control term is only a few decades old, the philosophy of which it 
proceeds is therefore ancestral. It is about an umpteenth variation of the masonic 
“Dissolve and coagulate”, from a kabbalistic and hermetic origin : dissolve all the 
solid forms (that is to say psycho-behavioural) in order to bring them to a liquid and 
plastic state, in order to be able to compose them again according to a new 
coagulation, a new solid layout but driven from the exterior. The enlightened 
principle “Ordo ab chao” of the controlled demolition of the pre-existing structures 
to the advantage of a new order to come and therefore in the heart of this 
methodology.

[...]


Conference “Mind Control out of control” with Cathy O’Brien and Mark Philips 
(1966)


Cathy O’Brien, who presents herself as a survivor of the Monarch project, branch of 
the MK Ultra programme, testifies and explains to have suffered different 
experiences of spirit control, including her sexual slavery. In 1996, she gave a 
conference called “Mind Control out of control” with Mark Philips, ex CIA agent.


Leo’s Network’s comment :


The hereunder statement of Cathy O’Brien (ancient victim of the high spheres’ mind 
control) illustrates correctly the reality of dissociation, of soul fractals or alter that we 
develop in parallel on the Leo’s Network. She explains, thanks to her background, 
the division’s setting up making possible the individual’s programming, while making 
the link with the mass control process.


To seize the information that follows in a more constructive way, it is important to 
watch this video by keeping in mind that the programming that she describes 
inhabits us all to certain degrees, as it is the very logic of the restraint’s system that 
the STS of 4th density’s entities apply to humanity.


To extract ourselves totally from this hold, it is therefore not appropriate to make a 
mockery of an MK programmer that qualifies himself of alien, and even less to fight 
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against this programming (where it could be encouraged in this statement)... but to 
inform yourselves, yes !
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